Healing sounds and colors by Petra Dobrovolny
CDs for your well-being
While relaxing enjoy the harmonizing sounds from Petra’s voice and natural (non-electronic)
instruments in tune with the cosmic octave bringing new energy to





your body by strengthening its self-healing power and the light of your cells.
your soul by spreading peace.
your mind by opening doors to new insights and ideas.
your surrounding by cleansing the atmosphere and by neutralizing E-smog.

Ask your intuition to choose among Petra’s CDs (samples on www.dolphinkissis.ch) or read the
frequently asked questions below

A trilogy to relax and dream:
CD 1: Butterfly’s dream ; CD 2: Butterfly’s journey ; CD 3: Butterfly’s return
Voice, monochords, tambura (4 strings), Tibetan singing bowls, Kutu wapa
Theme: Initiation, vision quest, ancient wisdom, soul journey

CD 4 Journey of peace
Voice, monochords, didgeridu and Houzoulian flute (Jürg Ottiker), Tib. Singing
bowls and temple bells, oceandrum, koto. Theme: Soul journey to connect with
Mother Earth, coming home

CD 5 Prayer
Voice, monochords, Tib. Singing bowls and temple bell
Solution of traumata, de-toxication, new light
Theme: Connection to the divine feminine power, spiritual healing

CD 6 Chakra Journey in tune with the Cosmic Octave
Voice, monochords, a 4 and a 9 string-tambura, Celtic harp, Feng-gong, Tib.
singing bowls and cymbals. Tunes of the planets (Cosmic Octave) harmonize
your chakras. You may use this CD together with a small set of 8 chakra cards: A
perfect colour-and-sound-healing
in pocket size you can apply anytime everywhere! www.petrunjela.ch for the
chakra cards.

CD 7 Trance-formation
Voice, Feng-gong, monochords, chimes, Tibet. singing bowls
Theme: Deep transformation of old patterns, regeneration of your light body

CD 8 Spirit of the elements A Shamanic journey
Voice, drums, rattles, didgeridu (Jürg Ottiker), monochords
Theme: Connection to Mother Earth and the sacred elements

CD 9 a and b The Tale of little dolphin Müntschi
9a: English, German, French and Luxembourgish
9b: Czech, German, French and English, time of each version: 16 min.
Text spoken by Petra, music: monochord, 9-string-tambura, chimes, dolphins
You can find the text in several languages on www.dolphinkissis.ch/story
Theme: heart opening towards yourself and the creation

CD 10 Healing of Gaia
A Meditation to Heal or Create a Power-Place
Voice, monochords, Lakota flute, Celtic harp, oceandrum Tibet. singing bowls
Theme: Connection to Mother Earth, old wisdom, light and peace

CD 11 Birth of Light
A Meditation to Heal or Create a Power-Place
Voice, monochords, Lakota flute, Celtic harp, oceandrum Tibet. singing bowls
Theme: Connection to Mother Earth, old wisdom, light and peace

CD 12 Deep healing
Voice, monochords, Tib. Singing bowls and cymbals, chimes, Feng-gong
Theme: Light ascending from the Earth through your chakras to heaven, Easter
and ascension.

CD 17 You are healed (German Version CD 13)
Speaking and singing voice, monochord, Celtic harp, Tib. Singing bowls and
cymbals, chimes
Two prayers with words from the Bible and meditative healing sounds for your
comfort and confidence, connection with angels

CD 14 Ocean of dreams
A Meditation before falling Asleep
Voice, monochords, chimes, Tib. singing bowls and cymbals harmonizing your
chakras for a better quality of your sleep

CD 15 Message love
A Meditation for your Well-being
Voice, Celtic harp, monochords, Lakota-flute, Tib. Singing bowls, cymbals and
conche, tambura (4 strings). Connection with angels, cheering-up your mood,
love and peace.

CD 18 You are going into the light (German version CD 16)
Speaking and singing voice, monochords, Tib. Singing bowls, cymbals and chimes
3 prayers with words from the Bible with meditative sounds for your way into
the light, also if you are not dying. Connection with the Divine, you feel secured
and reconciled.

CD 19 Missa solemnis
A celebration of the Divine Quaternity: God and Goddess, Son and Holy Ghost
Voice, monochords, Tib. singing bowls, Christian mantras evoking a Sunday’s
atmosphere

CD 20 Quantum 2012
A vision of the Mayan Calendar
Voice, Feng-gong, Bali-gong, chime, Lakota-turtle-rattle,monochords.
Connection to ancient wisdom,deep healing, soothing pain, soul journey to deep
transformation, neutralizing radio-activit

CD 21 Mandala
A way to love and light
Voice, Celtic harp, glass-chimes, monochord. Connection with the wheel of
incarnation and the Divine plan, soul journey to love and self-awareness,
liberation from the wheel of reincarnation.

CD 22 Cosmic journey
Voices, Lakota-turtle-rattle, monochord, chime, crystal singing bowl
A journey beyond the veil to connect with higher wisdom
Soothing pain, neutralizing radio-activity

CD 23 Sun spirit
Voice, monochord, chime in tune of the sun, Tib. Singing bowl
A powerful journey helping burn-out, pains and depressions,
neutralizing radio-activity

CD 24 For you, my child!
Voice, monochords, chimes, tambura (4 strings).
Calming before falling asleep, connecting with angels and old grandmother’s
wisdom.
Lullabies for your child or your inner child!

CD 25 Peace
Voice, monochords, tambura (4 strings), Tib. singing bowls, chimes.
For your inner peace and for a peaceful atmosphere of the place, where you let
play this CD.

CD 26 Sounding Eye
tongue steel drum
Connection to fairies and unicorns

CD 27 Remember who you are!
Voice, shaman‘s drum, wind, fire, eagle
A shamanic journey to connect with Mother Earth and Father Sun

CD 28 Celebration of life
Voice, monochord, crystal singing bowl
Connection to the angels of the 9th. dimension, joy of life

CD 29 For Fukushima
A meditation to neutralize harmful radiation
Petra's voice, monochords, a Tibetan singing bowl and cymbals in tune with the
Cosmic Octave bringing cleansing from harmful radiation, healing and new life
energy

CD 30 2013 Gaia reborn
A meditation to honor our Mother Earth
Petra's voice, monochords, Chinese chimes, an old Hopi-rattle together with
fire,wind and the eagle, a Nepalese Gong, an Indian tampura in tune with the
Cosmic Octave invite you to celebrate the rebirth of Gaia after the end of the
Mayan Calendar.

CD 31 Power for your Day & Dreams for your Night
Petra's voice, monochords, chimes and an old Hopi-rattle in tune with the
Cosmic Octave will bring you energy and self-esteem for your day, relaxation
and a good sleep for your night.

CD 32 Initiation 2013
A meditation for your rebirth
Petra's voice, monochords, a gong from Bali, a Tibetan singing bowl, chimes and
an old Hopi-rattle in tune with the Cosmic Octave are celebrating your rebirth
after the end of the Mayan Calendar

CD 33 Golden Age Harmony
connecting with your chakras
To the mystic sound of Petra's monochords you dive into the Cosmic Octave
connecting with Mother Earth and the planets. These tunes resonate with your
chakras from your crown to your base. You feel connected and nourished. Enjoy
the new harmony!!

CD 34 Violet Flame
for your Purification
Just relax and surrender your lightbody to the Violet Flame listening to Petra's
voice and monochords in tune with the Cosmic Otave. These healing sounds are
also effective in de-toxication of your Central Nervous System.

CD 35 Mana
Divine Power for You
Petra's voice, two drums, a Bali - gong, chimes and monochords in tune with the
Cosmic Octave invite you for a journey harmonizing all your chakras in
resonance with the planets and connecting you with divine power

CD 36 Angels for you
Angels are always with you, just talk to them. They may answer you through
Petra’s voice. Open your heart and tell them your wishes.

CD 37 New Cycle
beginning with Dec 22, 2012
Petra’s voice, Elk and Bu_alo drums, as well as an old Hopi rattle celebrate the
beginning of the new cycle according to the old prophecies. The spirits of the
ancestors connect you to ancient wisdom, you enter the new cycle

CD 38 Sound Healing for Bees
Create a bioharmonic feld for the health of your bees: Play this CD once per
night next to the bee hive or within a distance of max. 30 m (98 ft).
Use a CD-player with batteries or cable, earphones will do.

CD 39 Journey to Atlantis
Crystal sounds and healing chants in 432 hz
Enjoy these pure crystal clear sounds in resonance with your heart chakra!Let
your soul travel to Atlantis to remember ancient wisdom.
Petra was inspired by Frank Alper‘s book „Exploring Atlantis“

CD 40 Sounds from Heaven
Crystal Lyre and Voice in 432 hz
With these sounds Petra connects you with the rays of the Archangels in blue,
green, yellow, red, violet and golden, bringing deep relaxation,harmony and
well-being.

CD 41 Free yourself from Pain!
Voice, monochords and crystal lyre in 432 hz
Shock release – soothing – regeneration: Support your healing after an accident.

CD 42 Retreat
Crystal Lyre, Monochord and Voice in 432 hz
Allow yourself some time to retreat. Find your inner silence and merge with the
divine Oneness..

CD 43 Earth Grid Healing and DNA Upgrade
Crystal Lyre and Voice in 432 hz
According to the Revelation by St. John there will be a New Earth. The time is
now: The magnetic grid of Mother Earth is changing and thus upgrading our
DNA.

CD 44 Pearls of Silence
Crystal Lyre in 432 hz
Diving into the crystal sounds you‘ll experience deep relaxation and time as a
place of stillness in the eternal now. There you‘ll find your inner precious pearls.

CD 45 Song of the New Earth
Crystal lyre and pyramids, voice, didgeridoo, drums and rattles and birds
in 432 hz
A Shamanic Journey honoring Gaia in these Years of Renewal

CD 46 The Call
A Sound Meditation : Voice and Crystal Pyramids in 432 hz
You follow the call and enter upon a soul journey: Inside of the Great Pyramid
you are initiated, in the Queen’s Chamber you are healed, in the Halls of Amenti
you regenerate yourself. Eventually you awaken to a new life.

CD 47 Return of the Goddess
A Sound Meditation : Voice and Crystal Pyramids in 432 hz
On your soul journey – let go and go with the ow - you come to your inner
temple, where enlightenment is an act of divine grace. You encounter the
Goddess and -nally you ascend to a new level of your conscious being.

CD 48 Sacred Union
A Sound Meditation with Voice, Crystal Lyre, Crystal Pyramids and Didgeridoo

How to buy „dolphinkissis“?
- On iTunes / Apple Music as Download, Streaming
- CD Order per Email
More Questions?
Read „FAQ“ on our Website or send us an Email.
Prices, shipment included:
38.- CHF per CD
100.- CHF for 3 CDs

Petra Dobrovolny - Mühlenbach, Ph.D.
Psychologist FSP and Sound Healer
Owner of the label "dolphinkissis"

www.dolphinkissis.ch
mail@dolphinkissis.ch

With best wishes dolphinkissis.ch

